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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Terminology

The terminologies used in the following document are given by:
● HTML: Hypertext Markup Language is the standard markup language to design

documents which are to be displayed in the web browser.
● CSS: Cascading Style sheets is a language used to style or change the

presentation of a document written in a markup language.
● JAVASCRIPT: JavaScript, often abbreviated as JS, is a programming language

that conforms to the ECMAScript specification. JavaScript is high-level, often
just-in-time compiled, and multi-paradigm.

● Django: Django is a high-level Python Web framework that encourages rapid
development and clean, pragmatic design. Built by experienced developers, it
takes care of much of the hassle of Web development, so you can focus on writing
your app without needing to reinvent the wheel. It’s free and open source.

● PostgresQL: PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database
system with over 30 years of active development that has earned it a strong
reputation for reliability, feature robustness, and performance.

1.2 Purpose

In nearly all educational institutes placement record holds a major criteria for
analysing quality of education and performance of an Institute. These institutes also act as
a bridge between industries and students and bring these two stakeholders together.
Having a robust platform for proper interaction between them will make recruitment
streamlined. Better recruitment improves utilization of human resources and contributes
to the nation's economy.

1.3 Motivation

Proposed portal is meant as a replacement for an already existing portal. The
career portal that currently exists deals with problems like lack of adequate
functionalities, improper management, major bugs in the design as well as improperly
working features. Though present, the above problems have made it difficult for the
students to use it as their goto platform for placement activities. Also, the current
platform is only for placement purposes and isn't applicable for internships.

Keeping in mind the above problems, the new portal is being built to provide
much more versatility and flexibility in terms of features and better efficiency and
performance. It is an open source project with an active developer team to support it. It is
developed to run on Web Browsers as of now, but can be turned into a Progressive Web
App (PWA) as well.
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1.4 Problem Statement

The portal is being designed for the department, faculties and students, to keep
them updated about the internship/placement statistics as well as the upcoming
opportunities. The portal will help students to efficiently manage their time and will
provide them with an all-in-one hub for internship/placement activities. This portal will
help the students and placement department to efficiently manage applications for
companies and keep track of offers made to the students.

1.5 Objective

The portal is being designed for the department, faculties and students, to keep
them updated about the internship/placement statistics as well as the upcoming
opportunities. The portal will help students to efficiently manage their time and will
provide them with an all-in-one hub for internship/placement activities. This portal will
help the students and placement department to efficiently manage applications for
companies and keep track of offers made to the students.

The plan will include, but is not restricted to, a summary of functionalities, features of the
portal, the structure of involved software, the workflow we will adopt, societal concerns
regarding the Portal and the summary of technical trends we will use in the portal.
Proposed system will be built with Django as backend and Postgresql RDBMS. It will
provide role based access to Students, SPCs and Admins to efficiently manage
applications and recruitment of student records. It will also help in generating reports for
department wise statistics. The portal will be useful to :

● Students : For instant update on placement activities and eligibility criteria.
● Placement Coordinators: Managing applications for various offers made by different

companies.
● Placement Department: Handling placement and user records.
● Faculties: Getting details of department wise placement statistics and reports.

1.6 Scope and Relevance

The portal will be used to carry out internship and placement activities throughout
the campus. Students will be able to keep track of companies which are currently visiting
or are going to visit the campus and will be able to apply for the same. Apart from the
ongoing session, the portal will also contain statistics of previous placement sessions as
well. As an admin, one will be able to manage all the users registered as students and will
have privileges to add or remove companies from the portal as per the need.

Faculty members will be able to monitor the progress of their students regarding
the same by viewing the statistics of the ongoing session. Councilors, if the need persists,
will be able to contact the student regarding the same.
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CHAPTER 2

Requirement Specifications

2.1 Specific Requirements

Signup/Login:
● New user registration :  Signup system for users with google oauth
● Multiple login system for students, SPCs , Faculties and Admin

Profile:
● Edit profile : Students needs to add the required details
● Contact details : email, address, phone number to be associated with user
● Educational details: educational details to be associated with user

Applications:
● New: Fill up a new application
● View: View the existing applications
● Cancel: Cancel an application previously applied to

Statistics:
● View stats of previously held placement sessions
● Filter the stats by year ,company or department

Admin:
● Functionality to add SPCs and Faculties
● Admin should be able to add new companies and offers
● Functionality to edit applications details by SPCs and faculties

Others:
● Students should be able to list upcoming companies offers
● Students should be able to get information about their application progress
● Updates to students via sms / email
● Student should be able to filter companies according to their eligibility criteria
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2.2 Functional Requirements

2.2.1 Authentication

2.2.1.1 Description and Priority

All users using the software must be authenticated. The software will support three different user
accounts. The Administrator account will have access to all data in the database and all
features. faculties and placement coordinators accounts will have limited access to the
database, as they can only interact with data of their respective students. The
Administrator will be able to create new Administrator, Professor and Mentor accounts
and can also remove them from the database as well.

2.2.1.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

Each user accessing the application will authenticate with google Oauth via their college email
address.

- On successful completion of authentication users will login to the portal and can access
various other sections.

- On unsuccessful attempts users will be prompted to authenticate again.
- Admin users can access a different restricted section to manage the database.
- user can press logout to log out of the session.

2.2.1.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-1-1: Software should be able to maintain separate record of different kind of
users

REQ-1-2: Software should preserve records of all users in the database.
REQ-1-3: Once successfully authenticated users should be asked to login again

until session expires.
REQ-1-4: Users should be able to logout and their session token must get

invalidated.
REQ-1-5: Software should display only details of their profile to the user.
REQ-1-6: Software should only allow administrators to access the restricted

section.
REQ-1-7: Coordinators should have limited access to the database.
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2.2.2 User Profile

2.2.2.1 Description and Priority

All students using the portal should have a profile to represent their educational and contact
details. These details should be associated with their application when applying to the
offers provided by companies.

2.2.2.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences

Authenticated student users will have to update their profile to fill up their contact and education
details. Contact details include email address, phone number, address. Educational details
include 10th , 12th percentage, semester wise SGPA, CGPA, resume etc.

2.2.2.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-2-1: Personal details of students should only be editable by the user or
administrator.

REQ-2-2: User details must be validated before entering in the database.
REQ-2-3: Students should be able to update their profile as per their interest.
REQ-2-4: Students details should be associated with applications sent to company offers.

2.2.3 User Privileges

2.2.3.1 Description and Priority
Users will have three different types. Students will have access to their profiles and application

only. Coordinators can manage applications and offers. Administrators will be able to access all data on
the database.

2.2.3.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences
Coordinators and administrators can access the admin interface. coordinators can manage offers

and applications made by students for the assigned departments. Administrators can assign faculty and
coordinators roles to users.

2.2.3.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-3-1: Students will only be able to update their profile and applications.
REQ-3-2: Coordinators can manage offers and applications made by students.
REQ-3-3: Administrators can assign faculty and coordinators roles to users.
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2.2.4 Offers and Applications

2.2.4.1 Description and Priority
A record of companies visiting the campus will be maintained. Administrators will add these

records and their offers as per constraints provided by the company. Students can apply for various
positions as per their eligibility criteria.

2.2.4.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences
When a company arrives for recruitment they will provide their details to the placement

department about their eligibility criteria, selection process etc. These details will be fed
into the database and students will receive notification regarding the offer. Eligible
students will be able to apply for the company and send their application. Coordinators can
review applications and update as per requirement.

2.2.4.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-4-1: Administrators will be able to add company details and offers.
REQ-4-1: Eligible Students can apply for roles as per their interest.
REQ-4-2: Coordinators can review applications and update their status.

2.2.5 Report and Statistics

2.2.5.1 Description and Priority
Over the recruitment process overall statistics of department wise data and charts needs to be

generated to visualize the performance of students. These data can be grouped according to department
wise for easier understanding.

2.2.5.2 Stimulus/Response Sequences
Users can generate reports on aggregate of various data through a dashboard to visualize and

understand the statistics.

2.2.5.3 Functional Requirements

REQ-5-1: Users should be able to see charts from the dashboard.
REQ-5-2: Faculties should be able to download reports for department wise

placement records.
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2.3 NON FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT

2.3.1 Performance Requirements

● Portal should be able to serve 100+ concurrent user requests.
● Portal should be accessible anytime, anywhere.
● Portal can have a maintenance period of 6 hours.
● Portal should be easy to navigate and responsive to all screen sizes.
● Average response time should not be more than 2500 ms.

2.3.2 Safety Requirements

● Periodic backup of database to be made to avoid loss of data.
● Regular monitoring of the servers and database is required.
● Periodic maintenance of software to be done.

2.3.3 Security Requirements

● Users will be authenticated with google Oauth, software have access to users google
email address , name and profile picture.

● User’s profiles will be shared with 3rd party companies.
● HTTPS secure connection will be established for communication.
● Portal will have Cross site scripting (XSS) protection. XSS attacks allow a user to inject

client side scripts into the browsers of other users.
● Portal will have Cross site request forgery (CSRF) protection. CSRF attacks allow a

malicious user to execute actions using the credentials of another user without that user’s
knowledge or consent.

● Portal will have SQL injection protection. SQL injection is a type of attack where a
malicious user is able to execute arbitrary SQL code on a database.

● Portal will have Clickjacking protection. Clickjacking is a type of attack where a
malicious site wraps another site in a frame.

2.3.4 Software Quality Attributes

● Software should have a clean and easy to understand codebase.
● Software should have well written documentation.
● Software should be written in well commented, modularized components.
● Software should be scalable.
● Software should be easy to debug and add new features.

2.3.5 Business Rules

Initially, only the admin for the portal, ie., the placement cell of the college, will be able
to add the maintainers of the portal who will further add the SPC’s and the necessary faculty
members in the portal. These SPC’s and teachers will further ask the required batch of students to
enroll themselves on the portal. The portal provides privileges to SPC’s to add and remove the
Companies and the subsequent offers made by them. Also, in the application being filled by the
students, if any discrepancies are found, only the admin will be allowed to correct them.
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Students on the other hand will not have the above mentioned privileges. On registration,
they will be asked to complete their profile by filling in certain details necessary with respect to
internships/placements. Apart from that, they will be able to see placement statistics and apply for
the eligible positions.

2.4 Hardware Requirements

○ F1 micro instance Virtual Machine (Google Cloud Platform)
○ 2 GB RAM
○ 1.8 Ghz or faster processor
○ 3 TB Disk
○ AWS S3 bucket
○ GCP Cloud storage

2.5 Software Requirement

○ Django
○ Chartjs, numpy, matplotlib, Seaborn
○ Postgresql RDBMS
○ LucidChart
○ Google Docs
○ Git version control
○ Docker
○ Ubuntu 18.6 Operating system
○ Nginx
○ Draw.io
○ RabbitMQ | Redis
○ Celery & Celery beat
○ SMTP mailing service
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CHAPTER 3

Design
The following are the notable entities and their attributes which will be used in the project:

● User: Username, Password, Email, Privileges
● Student: Personal Details(Name, DOB, Gender), USN, Academic Details{GPA(CGPA,

SGPA), Branch, Admission Mode}, Contact Details(Address, Contact No.)
● Faculty: Name, Email, Phone No., Branch
● Company: Name, Description, Website
● Offer: Type, Timeline(Application Date, Exam Date), Package, Eligibility(Branch,

CGPA Cut-Off), Description

For the portal open source PostgreSQL RDBMS is used. PostgreSQL is a highly stable database
management system and a proven architecture that has earned it a strong reputation for
reliability, data integrity, and correctness. PostgreSQL runs on all major operating systems,
including Linux, UNIX and Windows. It supports text, images, sounds, and video, and includes
programming interfaces for C / C++, Java, Perl, Python, Ruby, Tcl and Open Database
Connectivity (ODBC).

Following are some of the main reasons for using PostgreSQL in the project:

1. Django provides a number of data types that will only work with PostgreSQL.
2. Django has django.contrib.postgres to make database operations on PostgreSQL.
3. If you are building an application with maps or you are storing geographical data, you

need to use PostgreSQL, as GeoDjango is only fully compatible with PostgreSQL.
4. PostgreSQL has the richest set of features that are supported by Django.

3.1 Entity-Relationship Diagram

An Entity Relationship (ER) Diagram is a type of flowchart that illustrates how “entities”
such as people, objects or concepts relate to each other within a system. ER Diagrams are
most often used to design or debug relational databases in the fields of software
engineering, business information systems, education and research.

Also known as ERDs or ER Models, they use a defined set of symbols such as rectangles,
diamonds, ovals and connecting lines to depict the interconnectedness of entities,
relationships and their attributes. They mirror grammatical structure, with entities as
nouns and relationships as verbs.
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Fig. 1 E-R Diagram
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3.1.1 Database Schema

A database schema is the skeleton structure that represents the logical view of the entire
database. It defines how the data is organized and how the relations among them are associated.
It formulates all the constraints that are to be applied on the data.

A database schema defines its entities and the relationship among them. It contains a
descriptive detail of the database, which can be depicted by means of schema diagrams. It’s the
database designers who design the schema to help programmers understand the database and
make it useful.

Fig. 2 Database Schema
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3.2 UML Diagrams

A UML diagram is a diagram based on the UML (Unified Modeling Language) with the
purpose of visually representing a system along with its main actors, roles, actions, artifacts or
classes, in order to better understand, alter, maintain, or document information about the system.

3.2.1 Class Diagram
In software engineering, a class diagram in the Unified Modelling Language is a

type of static structure diagram that describes the structure of a system by showing the system's
classes, their attributes, operations, and the relationships among objects.

Fig. 3Class Diagram
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3.2.2 Sequence Diagram

A sequence diagram simply depicts interaction between objects in a sequential order i.e.
the order in which these interactions take place. Sequence diagrams describe how and in what
order the objects in a system function. These diagrams are widely used by businessmen and
software developers to document and understand requirements for new and existing systems.

The dynamic behavior of the system is modeled by figuring out the interactions between the
classes involved in each principal action.

1. Login

Fig. 4 Login Sequence Diagram

2. Add Offers

Fig. 5 Adding Offers Sequence Diagram
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3. View Offers

Fig. 6 Viewing Offers Sequence Diagram

4. Fill Application

Fig. 7 Filling Application Sequence Diagram
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3.2.3 Activity Diagram

Activity diagram is defined as a UML diagram that focuses on the execution and flow of
the behaviour of a system instead of implementation. It is also called object-oriented
flowchart. Activity diagrams consist of activities that are made up of actions which apply
to behavioural modelling technology.

Fig. 8 Activity Diagram
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3.3 Front-End Design

Wireframing is a way to design a website service at the structural level. A wireframe is
commonly used to lay out content and functionality on a page which takes into account user
needs and user journeys. Wireframes are used early in the development process to establish the
basic structure of a page before visual design and content is added.

The aim of a wireframe is to provide a visual understanding of a page early in a project to
get stakeholder and project team approval before the creative phase gets under way. Following
are the wireframes associated with our website for different pages.

1. Login Page

2. Student DashBoard Page
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3. Landing Page

4. Footer
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5. Companies Page

6. Offer Details Page
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CHAPTER 4

Implementation Details

4.1 Database Implementation

4.1.1  Table Creation

The Following tables have been created:

app_application app_faculty

app_company app_offer

app_contact app_offer_eligible_branches

app_department app_spc

app_departmentgroupemail app_student

app_education app_user

The creation of tables using SQlite Queries is given below.

.............................................................................

app_application

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_application"

(

"id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,

"status" varchar(10) NOT NULL,

"student_id" integer NOT NULL REFERENCES "app_student" ("id") DEFERRABLE INITIALLY

DEFERRED,

"offer_id" integer NOT NULL REFERENCES "app_offer" ("id") DEFERRABLE INITIALLY

DEFERRED);

.............................................................................

app_company

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_company" ("id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY

AUTOINCREMENT,

"name" varchar(100) NOT NULL,

"description" text NOT NULL,

"website" varchar(200) NOT NULL,

"category" varchar(40) NOT NULL,

"logo" varchar(100) NOT NULL);
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.............................................................................

app_contact

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_contact" ("id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY

AUTOINCREMENT,

"city" varchar(50) NOT NULL,

"state" varchar(50) NOT NULL,

"pin" integer NULL,

"mobile" varchar(10) NOT NULL,

"alternate_mobile" varchar(10) NOT NULL,

"email" varchar(254) NULL,

"user_id" integer NOT NULL UNIQUE REFERENCES "app_student" ("id") DEFERRABLE

INITIALLY DEFERRED);

.............................................................................

app_department

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_department" ("id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY

AUTOINCREMENT,

"name" varchar(50) NOT NULL,

"description" text NOT NULL,

"group_email" varchar(254) NOT NULL);

.............................................................................

app_departmentgroupemail

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_departmentgroupemail" ("id" integer NOT NULL

PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,

"email" varchar(254) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

"graduation_year" integer NOT NULL,

"department_id" integer NOT NULL REFERENCES "app_department" ("id") DEFERRABLE

INITIALLY DEFERRED);

.............................................................................

app_education

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_education" ("id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY

AUTOINCREMENT,

"admission_mode" varchar(10) NOT NULL,

"X_board" varchar(20) NOT NULL,

"XII_board" varchar(20) NOT NULL,

"X_percentage" real NOT NULL,

"XII_percentage" real NOT NULL,

"sem_1_sgpa" real NULL,

"sem_2_sgpa" real NULL,

"sem_3_sgpa" real NULL,
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"sem_4_sgpa" real NULL,

"sem_5_sgpa" real NULL,

"sem_6_sgpa" real NULL,

"sem_7_sgpa" real NULL,

"sem_8_sgpa" real NULL,

"cgpa" real NULL,

"graduation_year" integer NOT NULL,

"department_id" integer NULL REFERENCES "app_department" ("id") DEFERRABLE

INITIALLY DEFERRED,

"user_id" integer NOT NULL UNIQUE REFERENCES "app_student" ("id") DEFERRABLE

INITIALLY DEFERRED);

.............................................................................

app_faculty

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_faculty" ("id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY

AUTOINCREMENT,

"name" varchar(100) NOT NULL,

"email" varchar(254) NOT NULL,

"phone" varchar(10) NOT NULL,

"department_id" integer NULL REFERENCES "app_department" ("id") DEFERRABLE

INITIALLY DEFERRED,

"user_id" integer NOT NULL UNIQUE REFERENCES "app_user" ("id") DEFERRABLE INITIALLY

DEFERRED);

.............................................................................

app_offer

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS

"app_offer"

(

"id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,

"date" datetime NOT NULL,

"deadline" datetime NOT NULL,

"offer_type" varchar(20) NOT NULL,

"category" varchar(20) NOT NULL,

"required_batch" integer NULL,

"eligible_gender" varchar(17) NOT NULL,

"package" real NULL,

"note" text NOT NULL,

"cgpa_cutoff" real NOT NULL,

"X_cutoff" real NOT NULL,

"XII_cutoff" real NOT NULL,

"company_id" integer NOT NULL REFERENCES

"app_company" ("id") DEFERRABLE INITIALLY DEFERRED);
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.............................................................................

app_offer_eligible_branches

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_offer_eligible_branches"

(

"id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,

"offer_id" integer NOT NULL REFERENCES "app_offer" ("id") DEFERRABLE INITIALLY

DEFERRED,

"department_id" integer NOT NULL REFERENCES "app_department" ("id") DEFERRABLE

INITIALLY DEFERRED);

.............................................................................

app_student

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_student" ("id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY

AUTOINCREMENT,

"name" varchar(100) NOT NULL,

"USN" varchar(20) NULL,

"gender" varchar(10) NOT NULL,

"date_of_birth" date NOT NULL,

"resume" varchar(100) NULL,

"is_eligible" bool NOT NULL,

"user_id" integer NOT NULL UNIQUE REFERENCES "app_user" ("id") DEFERRABLE

INITIALLY DEFERRED,

"profile_pic" varchar(100) NOT NULL);

.............................................................................

app_user

.............................................................................

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "app_user" ("id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY

AUTOINCREMENT,

"password" varchar(128) NOT NULL,

"last_login" datetime NULL,

"is_superuser" bool NOT NULL,

"username" varchar(150) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

"first_name" varchar(150) NOT NULL,

"last_name" varchar(150) NOT NULL,

"email" varchar(254) NOT NULL,

"is_staff" bool NOT NULL,

"is_active" bool NOT NULL,

"date_joined" datetime NOT NULL,

"user_type" varchar(10) NOT NULL);
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4.1.2  Table Population

/* Inserting into app_company table */

INSERT INTO app_company VALUES (1, 'SAP', 'Sap labs', 'www.sap.com',

'Software', '' ) ;

/* Inserting into app_department table */

INSERT INTO app_department VALUES (1, 'ISE', 'Information Science and

Engg', hodise@evce.edu.in' ) ;

/* Inserting into app_application table */

INSERT INTO app_application VALUES (1, 1, 1, PROCESSING' ) ;

4.1.3  Query Execution and Output

1. List all the eligible student-offer pairs along with some other info

select s.name,app_company.name, offer.id, offer.cgpa_cutoff

from app_student as s , app_offer as offer,app_company ,app_education

as edu

where s.is_eligible

and s.id = edu.user_id

and edu.cgpa > offer.cgpa_cutoff

and offer.company_id = app_company.id ;

Fig. 1 Output for Query 1
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2. List the average package offered by companies whose offers have been accepted

select avg(offer.package)

from app_offer as offer , app_application

where app_application.status="ACCEPTED" ;

Fig. 2 Output for Query 2

3. List all accepted Open-Dream category offers

select s.name , app_company.name, offer.offer_type ,appl.status

from app_student as s , app_offer as offer,  app_company,app_application as

appl where appl.status = 'ACCEPTED'

and appl.offer_id = offer.id

and offer.offer_type="OPEN"

and appl.student_id = s.id

and app_company.id = offer.company_id;

Fig. 3 Output for Query 3

4. Populate app_company table and retrieve the pushed value

insert into app_company

values (22, 'SAP', 'Sap labs', 'www.sap.com', 'Software', '' ) ;

select * from app_company where id=22;

Fig. 4 Output for Query 4
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4.2 Front-End Implementation

4.2.1 Form Creation

After navigating to the Edit Profile section, three different forms are
displayed. In order to complete the profile, a student needs to enter several of his details.
These are acquired via a set of forms, dedicated entirely to those details. The constituent
of this set are:

● Student Form - It asks for basic details for a student like Name, USN,
Gender, etc..

● Contact Form - It asks for contact details of a student like Contact No.,
Pin Code, City, State, etc..

● Education Form - It asks for educational details like Mode of Admission,
Department, Performance in School, College Grades, etc..

Fig. 1 Implementation of Forms
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4.2.2 Connectivity with Database

For the portal open source PostgreSQL RDBMS is used. PostgreSQL is a highly
stable database management system and a proven architecture that has earned it a strong
reputation for reliability, data integrity, and correctness. PostgreSQL runs on all major
operating systems, including Linux, UNIX and Windows. It supports text, images,
sounds, and video, and includes programming interfaces for C / C++, Java, Perl, Python,
Ruby, Tcl and Open Database Connectivity (ODBC).

Following are some of the main reasons for using PostgreSQL in the project:

1. Django provides a number of data types that will only work with PostgreSQL.
2. Django has django.contrib.postgres to make database operations on PostgreSQL.
3. If you are building an application with maps or you are storing geographical data,

you need to use PostgreSQL, as GeoDjango is only fully compatible with
PostgreSQL.

4. PostgreSQL has the richest set of features that are supported by Django.

Fig. 2 Connectivity with Database
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4.2.3 Security Features

This section provides an overview of the system security and requirements that must be
followed during implementation.

● Users will be authenticated with google Oauth, software has access to users
google email address, name, and profile picture.

● User profiles will be shared with 3rd party companies.
● HTTPS secure connection will be established for communication.
● Portal will have Cross-site scripting (XSS) protection. XSS attacks allow a user to

inject client-side scripts into the browsers of other users.
● Portal will have Cross-site request forgery (CSRF) protection. CSRF attacks

allow a malicious user to execute actions using the credentials of another user
without that user’s knowledge or consent.

● Portal will have SQL injection protection. SQL injection is a type of attack where
a malicious user is able to execute arbitrary SQL code on a database.

● Portal will have Clickjacking protection. Clickjacking is a type of attack where a
malicious site wraps another site in a frame.

Fig. 3 Implementation of security features in Django
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4.2.4 Report Generation

The following sequence shows how the report generation action works.

Fig. 4 Action: Report Generation

Fig. 5 Report Generation Implementation
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CHAPTER 5

Testing and Results

5.1 Database Testing

Database Testing is a type of software testing that checks the schema, tables, triggers etc.
of the database under test. It involves creating complex queries for performing the load or stress
test on the database and checking its responsiveness. It checks integrity and consistency of data.

5.1.1 Test Cases

Test Case Id Testcase Expected  Output Actual Output Pass/Fail

TSFD01 User details are

entered into

valid database

Username, first name,

last name, password

hashed with md5

updated

Username, first

name,  last name,

password  hashed

with md5

updated

Pass

TSFD02 User details are

tried to be

entered into an

invalid

database

Error message:

Database unavailable

Database does

not  exist

Pass

TSFD03 Valid user

login password

is entered

User logs in and

a pop-up gets

displayed on the top

right corner

User logs in and

a pop-up is displayed

on the top right

corner

Pass

TSFD04 Invalid user

login password

is entered

Invalid

username/password

Invalid

username/password

Pass
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TSFD05 Create User in
user table in
empty database

User record in
database gets
created

User record in
database is
created

Pass

TSFD06 Create User

Record
User record not found User record not

found

Pass

TSFD07 Delete User

Record

Corresponding Student,
contact and education
gets deleted

Corresponding
Student, contact and
education gets deleted

Pass

TSFD08 User creates an
offer without a
company record

record not created record not created Pass

TSFD09 User filters for a

non-existing

Company

No such company exists No such company
exists

Pass

TSFD010 User searches

for entry not

present in

database

No such item exists No such item exists Pass
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5.2 Front-End Testing

Front-end Testing is testing or verifying the frontend functionality, GUI, and Usability.
The main aim of Frontend testing is to make sure that every user is well-protected from bugs.
Creating a frontend testing plan helps you to know the devices, browsers, and systems which
your project needs to cover.

5.2.1 Test Cases

Test Scenario
ID

Login 1 Test Case ID Login-1A

Test case
description

testing login feature Test Priority High

prerequisites None Post requisites None

Sl.
no

Action Inputs Expected
output

Actual
output

test
browser

test
result

1 Sign in with google using

ayushkumar.is18@rvce.edu.in

login

success

login

success

Firefox Pass

2 Sign in with google using

ayushkumar.is18@gmail.com

Login failed login

failed

Firefox Pass

3 Sign in with username username:

admin

password :

admin

Login

success

login

success

Firefox Pass

4 Sign in with username username:

admin

password :

password

Login failed login

failed

Firefox Pass

5 Click on logout button Logged out Logged

out

Firefox Pass

6 Visit /dashboard redirect to

login page

redirect to

login page

Firefox Pass
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5.2.3 System Testing

System testing is a level of testing that validates the complete and fully integrated
software product. The purpose of a system test is to evaluate the end-to-end system
specifications. Usually, the software is only one element of a larger computer-based system.

Test Scenario
ID

Student Features Test Case ID Student-1A

Test case
description

testing user functionality of

student

Test Priority High

prerequisites None Post requisites None

Sl.
no

Action Expected
output

Actual
output

test
browser

test
result

1 Update student profile Update

successful

Update

successful

Firefox Pass

2 Update Contact details Update

successful

Update

successful

Firefox Pass

3 Update Education

details

Update

successful

Update

successful

Firefox Pass

4 Apply for Eligible

Applications

Apply

successful

Apply

successful

Firefox Pass

5 Apply for Non Eligible

Applications

restricted restricted Firefox Pass

6 Click on Companies

tab

display

company

list

display

company

list

Firefox Pass
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Test Scenario
ID

Admin Features Test Case ID Admin-1A

Test case
description

testing user functionality of

admin

Test Priority High

prerequisites None Post requisites None

Sl.
no

Action Inputs Expected
output

Actual
output

test
browser

test
result

1 login at /admin username =

admin

password =

admin

login

success

login

success

Firefox Pass

2 Add company

details

added

company

added

company

Firefox Pass

3 Add offer

details

added offer added

offer

Firefox Pass

4 Add spc role to

student

added

student role

added

student

role

Firefox Pass

5 visit /dashboard display

statistics

display

stats

Firefox Pass

6 click on send

email button in

offers

send emails send

emails

Firefox Pass
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

6.1 Limitations

Following are the limitations which have been identified in the project so far.

● Report Generation: The website does not allow students to generate reports of the
statistics.

● Login: Login via Google OAuth is only available for students so far, students can’t use
their personal ID’s .

● Forgotten Password: If the admin has forgotten his or her password, there is no way to
retrieve it, and he/she will lose access to all the data in the portal.

● Invalid Email-ID: We have no way of tracking whether or not the email address entered
by the user is for an existing student or an alumni.

● Forms: The forms collecting the information are not validated for each field. Also, the
layout is pretty basic.

6.2 Future Enhancements

Following are some of the points to be looked upon in future.

● Use of better technology: The use of better technology in order to understand the likes
and dislikes of the users, according to their needs.

● Report Generation for Students: Even students will be able to generate reports of past
statistics.

● Better UI: The use of modern technologies like ReactJS or AngularJS to improve the UI
and make it more efficient to use as well as better looks.

● Usage of API’s: Usage of API’s for example Google Calendar to remind students before
the exam date or something similar.

● PWA: Convert the webpage to PWA that can be installed in phone as cross platform
mobile app
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APPENDIX A- CODE SNIPPETS

Code Snippet 1
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Code Snippet 2

Code Snippet 3
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Code Snippet 4

Code Snippet 5
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Code Snippet 6

Code Snippet 7
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Code Snippet 8

APPENDIX B –SCREENSHOTS

ScreenShot 1
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ScreenShot 2

ScreenShot 3
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ScreenShot 4

ScreenShot 5
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ScreenShot 6
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ScreenShot 7

ScreenShot 8
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